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Abstract--The potential role of symbolic manipulation programs in development and solution of the 
governing equations for rotorcraft dynamics problems is discussed and illustrated. Nonlinear equations 
of motion for a helicopter rotor blade represented by a rotating beam are developed making use of the 
computerized symbolic manipulation program MACSYMA. The use of computerized symbolic manip- 
ulation allows the analyst o concentrate on more meaningful tasks, such as establishment of physical 
assumptions, without being sidetracked by the tedious and trivial details of the algebraic manipulations. 
Furthermore, the resulting equations can be produced, if necessary, in a format suitable for numerical 
solution. A perturbation-type solution for the resulting dynamical equations i  shown to be possible with 
a combination of symbolic manipulation and standard numerical techniques. This should ultimately lead 
to a greater physical understanding of the behavior of the solution than is possible with purely numerical 
techniques. The perturbation analysis of the flapping motion of a rigid rotor blade in forward flight is 
presented, for illustrative purposes, via computerized symbolic manipulation with a method that bypasses 
Floquet theory. 
INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is twofold. It provides an introduction to the use of symbolic 
manipulation by computer as an aid for developing differential equation models of dynamical 
systems, and for analyzing their solutions, and presents the derivation of the highly complex 
equations of motion of a flexible rotor blade in forward flight. Moderately large deformations 
are considered, so that the nonlinearities in the equations are expanded in terms of a small 
parameter that is introduced only for bookkeeping purposes. The resulting equations, which are 
truncated to retain nonlinearities up to cubic order in the ordering parameter, contain a very 
large number of terms which make them difficult, if not impractical, to handle without he use 
of computerized symbolic manipulation. 
Symbolic manipulation programs allow the analyst to concentrate his efforts in the "basic" 
steps of the development. Simpler but highly time consuming analytical tasks are relegated to 
the computer. Such programs require a large amount of computer memory and are more efficient 
in dedicated machines. A summary of several applications of symbolic manipulation tostructural 
mechanics and to computational fluid dynamics problems is presented in Refs. ! and 2. The 
work presented inRefs. 3-5 also concentrates onthe use of computerized symbolic manipulation 
to develop and analyze the differential equations of motion in helicopter dynamics. The actual 
manipulation is done by a FORTRAN computer program developed by one of the authors of 
Refs. 3-5. Although it is limited to the type of derivation presented in those references, as 
FORTRAN is not one of the languages used in artificial intelligence, it is, however, a highly 
portable package. In the work presented in Ref. 6, the equations are generated numerically 
instead of symbolically. In contrast, MACSYMA is used in the present paper to generate and 
analyze the equations. When displayed in a computer terminal, the generated equations read 
the same way as they would be written on paper by a mathematician. MACSYMA is well suited 
for work with perturbation methodology, and a method is currently under development by the 
authors to analyze the response of a blade in forward flight bypassing Floquet heory. A cartridge 
tape containing the developed equations that describe the aeroelastic response of a flexible rotor 
blade in forward flight may be obtained from the authors upon request. 
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SYMBOLIC  MANIPULAT ION BY COMPUTER AND THE MACSYMA SYSTEM 
As the name implies, Symbolic Manipulation consists in the processing of symbols in 
literal form, in contrast o the processing of numbers performed in numerical computation. 
When deriving differential equations of motion of dynamical systems, expanding functions in 
Taylor series, etc., one is actually doing symbolic manipulation. In general, such manipulations 
are very time consuming and tedious when performed "by hand.'" These are tasks that can be 
better performed by computer with the aid of Symbolic Manipulation programs. Symbolic 
Manipulation by computer using such programs also may allow one to extend analytical work 
and to analyze complex problems that might defy conventional means. Due to their powerful 
capabilities, which also include numerical computation, such programs introduce new perspec- 
tives and expand one's capabilities to analyze complex problems. In fact. the}' have the potential 
of literally changing how analytical research is done in the future. 
In contrast with numerical routines, symbolic manipulation programs do not seem to be 
too widespread at the moment. Perhaps the most powerful of such programs at the moment is 
the one called MACSYMA[I ,2,7-10],  which has been developed at the MIT Artificial Intel- 
ligence Laboratory under several grants. 
MACSYMA is a very large symbolic manipulation package for applied mathematics. It 
can be used either in batch or interactive mode, and it also includes everal routines for numerical 
computation. It is written in a dialect of LISP, which is a language widely used in artificial 
intelligence research, but its syntax resembles a mixture of ALGOL and FORTRAN to the user. 
Currently, it runs on DEC PDP-10 and VAX computers, on a Honeywell computer, and on the 
Symbolics 3600 family of machines. MACSYMA commands are generally simple and almost 
conversational such as TAYLOR (sin (.r) * cos (y), x, a, 50) for the Taylor series expansion of 
sin (x) * cos (y) in x about x = a and to the 50th power in x. INTEGRATE (.r :~ exp (x) :~: cos 
(x), x, 0, 1) for the definite integration, with respect o .r, of x ~ exp Ix) * cos (x) between 
x = 0 and x = 1, DIFF (x * exp (x) * cos (y), .r, 5) for the fifth derivative of.r ~ exp (x) -.* cos 
(y) with respect o x, etc. It can perform partial or total differentiation i  analytic form. factor, 
simplify and extract parts of expressions, manipulate trigonometric expressions, do substitutions 
and perform matching, among many other features. It also has a SOLVE command to find the 
solution to a set of algebraic equations, commands to solve system of differential equations by 
several methods including series solutions, commands to take direct and inverse Laplace trans- 
forms, commands to manipulate matrices and to find engenvalues and eigenvectors, etc. It can 
also give output in FORTRAN form, which can then be used to build complete and reliable 
programs. MACSYMA also has a set of graphical routines that can produce several types of 
2D plots and also 3D plots that can be viewed from different locations that can be chosen by 
the user. The latter feature is very useful in computer-aided-design applications, and in vibrations 
research. MACSYMA is a flexible and versatile tool for use in applied mathematics work, 
including structural dynamics and rotorcraft dynamics research. 
In the next section, several steps in the computer-aided derivation of the differentia[ 
equations of motion of a flexible rotor blade for the case of forward flight are illustrated. For 
the sake of compactness, ome basic and less tedious steps are taken directly from Ref. 11 and 
the offsets between the blade's cross-section mass center, elastic center and aerodynamic center 
are not considered. Expansion of the equations into polynomial nonlinearities in terms of a 
small arbitrary parameter is a simple and reliable process when performed analytically by 
computer. The expanded equations are very lengthy to be displayed on paper. In fact, in the 
context of computer-aided development such written records lose some of their past importance. 
DERIVATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF A ROTOR BLADE 
BY COMPUTER SYMBOLIC MANIPULATION 
The system to be considered is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It consists of a rotor blade that is 
approximated as an initially straight hin beam of length R. The axes (~. r I. 4) are the principal 
axes through the elastic center C of the cross-section at location x = x. Here x denotes distance 
along the x-direction, nondimensionalized by R. The ~_-axis is tangent o the elastic axis of the 
blade at C. The orientation of the (~, r I, ~) axes relative to the (.r, y. z) axes. which are fixed 
to the hub and rotate with a constant angular velocity of magnitude .Q. is described by the 
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Fig. 1. Undeformed and deformed blade segment, and rotating unit vector triads. 
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rotation sequence (0.., 0:., 00 indicated in Fig. 3111]. The third rotation 0x takes place about 
the ~ principal axis of the cross-section. An additional rotation equal to the blade's pitch angle 
0 brings the blade's principal axes (6, rl, 4) to their actual orientation in space. The angular 
orientation of the hub-fixed (x, y, z) axes relative to a set of inertial (X, Y, Z) directions is 
described as shown in Fig. 2. The angle 13 is the blade's precone angle and d) = f~t, with t 
denoting time. The angle e~ shown in that figure is the angle of attack of the rotor. 
In addition to the angular orientation of the cross section at x = x, the components of the 
elastic displacement vector of C are also needed to describe the motion of the blade. The 
components relative to the rotating (x, y, x) hub-fixed axes, denoted by u l, v l and w l, 
respectively, are used. The six variables (u l, v l, wl, 0:, 0:., 0r) are functions of x and 0, of 
course. To make the problem amenable to analysis, the nonlinearities in the differential equations 
of motion of the blade will be expanded in Taylor series about (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Thus only 
"'moderately arge" (as opposed to "infinitesimally small") motions will be considered. To 
perform the expansion and at the same time keep terms only to a certain degree, a small 
parameter ~ is introduced. Such parameter performs a "bookkeeping" role in the development. 
The elastic deformations u l, v l and wl, and the orientation angle 0, are then expressed as 
ul(x,  O) = e2u( x, 0), k l (x,  d~) = ~k(x, 0), (k = v, w, 0x). (la) 
Also, the blade's geometric pitch angle is expressed as 
0(x, 0) = 00 + ~l.t(0, cos 0 + 0s sin 0), (lb) 
flight pattl 
~^ l "Z| //direction 
x ')1 
x I 
Fig. 2. Nonrotating and hub-fixed unit vector triads. 
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Fig. 3. Three-axis orientation angles rotation sequence describing the orientation of the blade cross section at 
X = X. 
where 00 is the collective pitch angle, and ~IX0,. and ¢IX0= are the cyclic pitch first harmonics, 
with Ix being the advance ratio for the rotor. For the case of hover, where Ix = 0, eqn ( lb) 
reduces to 0 = 00. 
The elements of the transformation matrix [T] relating the unit vector triads (~, ~1, ~) and 
(.f, .f, ~), as [~, ~, ~]r = [T]. [.f, 3~, ~]r are readily obtained from Fig. 3 and are given as shown 
in eqn (2a). Also, if r denotes arc length measured along the blade's elastic axis. nondimen- 
sionalized by R, the partial derivative of x with respect to r follows directly by inspection of 
Fig. 1 and is given as shown in eqn (2b). Here ( )' denotes partial differentiation with respect 
to x, and 0~ = 0(x, tb) + 0x(x, 0): 
T( I ,  1) = cOS 0y COS 0:, T ( I ,2 )  = cOS 0y Sin 0:, 
T(2, 1) = - cos0~ s in0:  - s in0t  sin 0,. cos 0:, 
T(2, 2) = cos 0~ cos 0: - sin 0t sin 0y sin 0.., 
T(3, 1) = sin 0t sin 0: - cos 0~ sin 0,. cos 0:, 
T (3 ,2 )  = - s in0tcos0 :  - cos0~ sin 0y sin 0:, 
T ( l ,3 )  = sin0,., T (2 ,3 )  = s in0~cos0~.,  T (3 ,3 )  = cos0t  cos0,.,  (2a) 
Ox/Or = 1/[(1 + ¢-'u') 2 + (¢v')  2 + (¢w' ) ' ]  1'2. (2b) 
As shown in Refs. I I and 12, the angles 0,. and 0: are related to the elastic displacements as 
sin 0>. = ~w'(Ox/Or), tan 0.. = ev ' / ( l  + e:u ' ) .  (3) 
The blade's elastic curvature at x = x, and the angular velocity of its cross-section relative 
to inertial space, can be obtained with the aid of Fig. 3. When expressed in the (~, "~, ~) triad, 
and with ( )" denoting partial differentiation with respect to dj, these vectors are obtained 
as[l 1,121 
C = (01 + O~ sin O,.)(Ox/Or)~ + (0~ sin Oj cos 0,. - O~ cos O~)(Ox/Or)~ 
+ (0~ cos 0~ cos 0, + 0y sin O~)(Ox/Or)~ = (p~ + Pn ~+ p~)(O.~/Or), (4a) 
to = 1216~ + (6: + cos 13) sin 0y + (1 + u')(ax/Or) sin 13]~ 
+ f~[(6: + cos 13) sin 0~ cos 0> - 6, cos 0~ 
- (cos 0~ sin 0. + sin 0) sin 0, cos 0:) sin 131"q 
+ f~[(6: + cos 13) cos 0~ cos 0.,. + 0> sin 0~ 
+ (sin 01 sin 0: - cos 01 sin 0y cos 0:) sin 13]~ 
= f~(eo~ + ton~ + cor,~). (4b) 
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To obtain the differential equations of motion of the blade we make use of Hamilton's 
principle with the expressions for the Kinetic and strain energies of the motion as given in Ref. 
11. For simplicity, we consider here a homogeneous blade of specific mass m and constant 
stiffnesses (D~, D~, D 0 (normalized by mf~2R*). With (~-'j~, ~:j~, ~"JO denoting the small 
distributed mass moments of inertia of the blade, normalized by mR:, the specific (i.e. per unit 
length) normalized kinetic and strain energies are given as 
T = if0' - vl cos 13)2 + [(~1 + (x + ul) cos 13 - wl sin 13]-" 
+ 0i'l + vie sin 13)2 + (j~to] + j~to,~ + j;to~)d_r}, (5a) 
'Io'{ U = ~ [D~p~ ! + D~9 ~ + D~p~](dx/¢)r)" + -~ (EA/~")[I - (Ox/Or)'-] 
, } + ~ [1 - (Ox/Or)'-][El~p~ + O~p~ + O~p~l(Ox/Or) 2 dr. (5b) 
In the above expressions, the quantity sin 13 is treated as an order-¢ quantity, and 1/EA as order 
~-'[ 1 1 ]; E is the material Young modulus, normalized by mfl-', and A is the blade's cross sectional 
area normalized by R z. 
Carrying out the steps of the derivation of the differential equations of motion and their 
expansion of their nonlinearities to cubic order in ¢ is a very tedious and time-consuming 
process. With the use of MACSYMA, however, this is a relatively simple task. Such devel- 
opment is presented in Appendix 1. Basic relations for the generalized aerodynamic forces are 
taken from Ref. 1 1, but all the expansions in terms of~ are done with MACSYMA. MACSYMA 
input commands are terminated either with a $ sign or a semicolon. They are labelled (Ci) 
(i = 1, 2 . . . .  ) when "given" to MACSYMA. When a (Ci) command is processed by 
MACSYMA, a (Di) (i = 1, 2 . . . .  ) line is returned. The "values" of the (Di) lines are 
displayed if the terminator " ; "  is used. The user can make MACSYMA use other alphabetic 
characters for (Ci) or (Di), such as li and Oi for example, if desired. Anything in an input 
command line that is written after a/* and between a */is treated as a comment by MACSYMA. 
Use is made of this feature to introduce text in the Appendix. Input lines that begin and end 
with a" are also comment lines that are introduced for the sake of readability. A sample output 
of an interaction with MACSYMA is given at the end of Appendix 1. 
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 
The integropartial differential equations of motion of a rotor blade in forward flight (p. # 
0) are nonlinear, non-autonomous and have periodic coefficients. Only for the case of hover 
(i.e. ~ = 0) they reduce to a set of constant coefficient equations. 
To obtain an approximate solution to the equations of motion, one can first reduce them 
to a set of ordinary differential equations by making use of Galerkin's method[13]. When O- 
= 0, an equilibrium solution to the resulting equations can be obtained numerically by solving 
a set of algebraic equations. The stability of the perturbed motion about the equilibrium can 
then be analyzed by applying standard eigenvalue techniques to the characteristic equation 
associated with the constant coefficient linearized ifferential equations about he equilibrium. 
The authors have carried out such analysis in Ref. 14 and identified the effects of a number of 
nonlinear terms in the equations on the equilibrium and on the stability of the motion for the 
case of hover. 
For the case of forward flight, one seeks a periodic solution to the equations, and to 
determine the stability of the perturbed motion about hat periodic solution. The periodic solution 
of interest is "trimmed" so that the time average, over one rotor revolution, of the pitching 
and rolling moments applied to the system are equal to zero[15]. By perturbing the motion 
about he "trimmed periodic solution" and linearizing the original equations in the perturbation. 
Floquet theory[15,16] can then be used to determine the stability of the motion described bv 
the resulting set of differential equations with periodic oefficients. For this, the transition matrix 
for the linearized equations, evaluated at the end of one period of motion, has to be determined 
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each time a change in the system parameters are made. For large-dimensional dynamical systems, 
this is often computationally inefficient. Floquet theory may be "'bypassed" by making use of 
perturbation methods for which the necessary conditions for obtaining a periodic solution to 
the equations of motion are differential equations themselves, instead of algebraic equations. 
The method of multiple time-scales[ 16-19] is one of such methods. With the advent of com- 
puterized symbolic manipulation, the analyst can now be freed from the burden of carrying out 
repetitious algebraic steps involved in analysis of this type. Application of that method, with 
the aid of computer symbolic manipulation and coupled with standard numerical methods to 
determine igenvalues, is under investigation by the authors. A simpler example is presented 
in the next section to illustrate the technique discussed above. 
A SIMPLER EXAMPLE: CHARACTERISTIC EXPONENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
FLAP MOTION OF A ROTOR BLADE 
To illustrate the use of computerized symbolic manipulation to perform a perturbation 
analysis that bypasses Floquet theory, we consider the flapping motion of a single gimballed 
rotor blade or of a two-bladed teetering rotor. The differential equation of motion for these 
systems can be approximated as[20] 
13 + ~ c + ~Kixsint~ + to~ + gix Ix sin (20) +~Kcos0  13 = 0 (6) 
where K = l for a gimballed rotor, and K = 0 for a teetering rotor. In eqn (6), T is the Lock 
number for the flow, and c = 1. For typical rotors, the value of too is close to unity. The 
perturbation analysis for eqn (6) is developed in Appendix 2 with the aid of MACSYMA. 
To evaluate the accuracy of the results obtained from the perturbation analysis, Floquet 
theory was also applied to eqn (6). For this, eqn (6) is written in matrix form as ,t = A(0)x, 
where x = [13, O]r and A(0) is a periodic matrix with period T = 2"ft. The solution to the 
equation is of the form x(~) = F(O)x(O), where F(0) is obtained by numerically by integrating 
/~'(~) = A(O)F(0) with the initial condition F(0) = /, the 2 x 2 identity matrix. The stability 
of the motion is determined by the magnitude of the eigenvalues h of F(O = T). To each h 
there corresponds a quantity s = In (h)/T, which is the characteristic exponent of interest. 
Since In [exp (2nrri)] = 0, for n = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  the magnitude of the imaginery part of the 
characteristic exponent s determined numerically via Floquet theory may differ from the actual 
characteristic exponents associated with the solution to eqn (6) by an integer n. 
A comparison of the characteristic exponents s obtained by the perturbation analysis pre- 
sented in Appendix 2, and those obtained by Floquet theory are shown in Table 1. Inspection 
of Table 1 discloses that the results obtained from the two analyses are in close agreement with 
each other. The characteristic exponents obtained from the perturbation analysis and shown in 
Table 1 for ",/ = 5 and too = i.06 were calculated using the expressions roots_for_k_equal_to_ 
one and roots_for_k_equal_to_zero developed in Appendix 2. These expressions are, for the 
values of ",/and to o used in Table 1, 
roots_for_k_equal_to_one = -5 /16- ' -  [15725IX 4 + 3861IX2/4 - 14907321/160000] ~ -'/864, 
roots_for_k_equal_to_zero = - 5/16 m [18225Ix 4 - 14907321/160000]v-'/864. (7) 
The values of tx when the characteristic exponents become real are readily estimated by using 
such expressions. To the order of approximation considered here, these values are approximately 
equal to IX = 0.228 and Ix = 0.267 for K = 1 and K = 0, respectively. The corresponding 
values obtained by performing several iterations using Floquet theory are IX = 0.2301 and 
IX = 0.2886. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The possibilities for the extensive use of symbolic manipulation programs uch as MAC- 
SY*IA have been discussed in the context of rotorcraft dynamics problems. Two main areas 
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of appl icat ion are identif ied. First, an i l lustrative derivat ion has been outl ined (the actual de- 
r ivation is presented in Appendix  l) to i l lustrate the ease with which the complex and lengthy 
equations associated with this subject can be developed. Second. for rotorcraft stabil ity in 
forward fl ight the feasibi l ity of  a perturbat ion method based on MACSYMA to solve the 
equat ions has been explored. Only standard numerical  methods to obtain e igenvalues of  matr ices 
are needed, a l lowing Floquet theory to be c i rcumvented.  Except for s imple problems,  pertur- 
bation methods with "penc i l  and paper"  are usually thought of  as being inconvenient  because 
of the length and complexity of  the equations. Due to the existence of sophist icated symbol ic  
manipulat ion programs such as MACSYMA,  however,  a research frontier has been identif ied 
in which the advantage of  the perturbation methodology can be exploited, hopeful ly without 
the computat ional  expense associated with Floquet theory. 
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APPENDIX I 
" The derivation of the differential equations of motion of the rotor blade is given below in the form of a set of 
MACSYMA commands. Until recently such task could only be performed by "pencil and paper.'" 
Most MACSYMA commands used here are self explanato~'. Colon !:) is the ~mbol Isimilar to the = symbol 
in FORTRAN) used to assign quantities to MACSYMA variables. A s?mbol follov.ed by a list of other symbols 
enclosed in parenthesis represents a "'function'" in MACSYMA. as for example ~lx.psi). The command DE- 
PENDS (f,[x,psi]) can be used to declare that the variable f depends on both x and PSI. However. the INTEGRATE 
command in MACSYMA is not affected by functional dependencies tablished with the DEPENDS command[7]. For 
this reason, the functional dependencies for the elastic displacements are defined by the list shown below. " S 
[ vl : eps*v(x,psi), wl : eps*w(x.psi), thetaxl : eps*thetax(x,psi), ul : eps**2*u/x.psit ] $ 
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" Define an angle THETAI .  and the quantity XPLUS = d.r/c~r, as given below. The angle THETAO is the collective 
pitch angle, while EPS*MU*THETAC and EPS*MU*THETAS are the cyclic pitch components. Here. MU denotes 
the advance ratio of the rotor. " $ 
thetal : theta0 + thetaxl + eps*mu*(thetac*cos(psi) + tbetas*sin(psi) ) $ 
xplus : l/sqrt( (I +diff(ul  .x) )**2+di f f (v l ,x)**2+di f f (wl  ,x)**2) $ 
" MACSYMA "'knows" the rules of trigonometric operations. Therefore. having defined the angles THETAY and 
THETAZ as shown below, the elements of the transformation matrix IT] given by eqn (2a) are readily evaluated by 
the symbolic manipulator. ~ $ 
[ thetay : asin(diff(wl.x)*xplus), thetaz : atan( diff(vl,x)/(I  +diff(ul .x)))  ] $ 
[ sinthetay : sin(thetay), costbetay : cos(thetay) ] $ 
[ sinthetaz : sin(thetazL costhetaz : cos(thetaz) ] $ 
[ sinthetal : sin(thetal), costhetal : cos(thetal) ] $ 
t:matrix( [ costhetay*costhetaz, costhetay*sintbetaz, sinthetay ]. 
[ - costheta I *sinthetaz - sintheta I *sinthetay*costhetaz. 
costheta I *costhetaz - sintheta I *sinthetay*sinthetaz, sintbeta I *costhetay ]. 
[ sintheta l*sinthetaz - costheta I*sinthetay*costhetaz, 
- sintheta I *costhetaz - costheta I *sinthetay*sinthetaz, costheta I *costhetay ] ) $ 
" The (~, r I, ~) components of the elastic curvature are " $ 
rhoxi : diff(theta I , x )  + diff(thetaz,x)*sinthetay $ 
rhoeta : diff(thetaz.x)*sintheta I *costhetay - diff(thetay,x)*costheta I $ 
rhozeta : diff(thetaz,x)*costhetal*costhetay + diff(thetay.x)*sinthetal $ 
" and the (~. rl. ~) components of the absolute angular velocity of the plane of the cross section at x = a are " $ 
omegaxi : diff(thetal.psi)+(diff(thetaz,psi)+cos(beta))*sinthetay + 
eps*sin(beta)*( I + diff(u I ,x))*xplus $ 
omegaeta : (diff(thetaz,psi)+cos(beta))*sinthetal*costhetay - diff(thetay.psi)*costhetal - 
(costheta I *sinthetaz +sinthetal *sinthetay*costhetaz)*eps*sin(beta) $ 
omegazeta : (diff(thetaz,psi)+cos(beta))*costhetal*costhetay + diff(thetay,psi)*sinthetal + 
(sinthetal *sinthetaz - costheta I *sinthetay*costhetaz)*eps*sin(beta) $ 
"To obtain the differential equations of motion with nonlinearities expanded to order EPS**3. the following expansions 
are then introduced to obtain an expanded Lagrangean for the motion. The command TAYTORAT(.. . I  is introduced 
to change the internal representation of the affected expressions in order to reduce storage requirements. In addition. 
manipulation of expressions that are converted to "rat form" are usually processed faster[7l. " $ 
aux : EA*taytorat( taylor( ( (I -xp lus**2) /eps  )**2,eps,0,4) $ 
xplus : taytorat(taylor(xplus,eps.0,4) ) $ 
omegaxi : taytorat(taylor(omegaxi,eps,0,2) ) $ 
omegaeta : taytorat(taylor(omegaeta,eps,0,2) ) $ 
omegazeta : taytorat(taylor(omegazeta,eps,0,2)) $ 
rhoxi : taytorat(taylor(rhoxi,eps,0,4)) $ 
rboeta : taytorat(taylor(rhoeta.eps.0.41) $ 
rhozeta : taytorat(taylor(rhozeta,eps.0,4)) $ 
ratweight(eps,l) $ ratwtlvl:3 $ 
" The reason for the above two commands is first to assign to EPS a unity weight, and then to cause products of rat- 
polynomials in EPS to be automatically truncated to order EPS**3 in the expressions for the aerodynamic forces that 
follow. 
For the aerodynamic forces, we make use of the expressions for their (TI, i~) components developed in Ref. 11 
and let MACSYMA do the lengthy and involved expansions in the parameter EPS. 
With the (x. y, z) components of the velocity of an arbitrary point P on the blade's elastic axis. relative to the 
air. given as the following 3 x I matrix[I II. where EPS*XLMBDA denotes the inflow ratio for the rotor. " $ 
velocityair: matrix( 
[diff(ul.psi) - (vl +mu*cos(psi))*cos(beta) +eps**2*xlmbda*sin(beta)l. 
[diff(v I .psi) + (x + u I )*cos(beta) - w I *eps*sin(beta) + mu*sin(psi) 1, 
[diff(w I .psi) + eps*vl *sin(beta) + mu*eps*sin(beta)*cos(psi) + eps*xlmbda*cos(beta)] ) $ 
/* the (~. ~q. Z~) components of the same velocity are then obtained as */ 
airvelocity : t.velocityair $
" The "r I and ~ components, UT and UP, of the velocity of P relative to the air. expanded to order EPS**3 are 
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ut : ta~toratl ta.~lorl airvelocity[2.1l . eps, 0. 31 I $ 
up : ta}torat! ta',lorl airvelocity[3,1] . eps, 0. 31 I $ up : up+leps -  I I*ratcoeflup.eps.0) $ 
" To order EPS**3. the components of the aerodynamic forces in the "q and ~ directions are then determined as shown 
below[l 1 ]. Here EPS*c denotes the airfoil chord normalized by R, and EPS**2*cdOoa denotes the air'foil profile drag 
coefficient divided by the slope of the "'lift curve" at zero angle of attack. " S 
feta : up*(up - eps*c*omegaxi/2) - eps**2*ed0oa*ut**2 $ 
fzeta : ut*(eps*c*omegaxi /2-up)  - eps*c*diff(up,psi)/4 - eps**2*c**2*diff/omegaxi.psiV 16 
- eps**2*cd0oa*ut*up S 
,' * The ix. y. z) components of the aerodynamic forces, qu(x. psi). qvtx. psi) and qw(x. psi). which are the generalized 
forces that appear in Lagrange's equation associated with the deflections ulx, psi). vlx. psi) and w(.r, psi), respectively, 
are then given as */ 
for i : 2 thru 3 do for j : l  thru 3 do t[i.j]: taytorat(taylor(t[i, j](eps.0.2) ) $ 
qu : subst~ 0. eps**3, go6*( t[2,1]*feta + t[3.1]*fzeta ) ) $ 
qv : go6*( t[2.2]*feta + t[3,2]*fzeta ) $ 
qw : go6*( t[2,3]*feta + t[3,3l*fzeta ) $ 
,'* To order EPS**3, the aerodynamic moment acting on the airfoil is[I I] */ 
qthetax : -go6*eps**2*c**2*( ut*omegaxi - diff(up.psi) )/16 $ 
" In the above expressions, go6 denotes the Lock number for the flo~',, divided by 0. " $ 
" The specific Lagrangean. L. that generates the order EPS**3 differential equations of motion is given below. " $ 
ratwtlv1:4 S
L : ( (d i f f (u l .ps i ) -v l *cos (beta)  )**2 + (d i f f (v l ,ps i )+(x+ul ) *cos (beta j -  
wl*eps*sinl'beta) )**2 + (d i f f (w l ,ps i )+v l*eps*s in(beta) )**2  )/2 
+ eps**2*( jxi*omegaxi**2 +jeta*omegaeta**2 +jzeta*omegazeta**2 )/
- I dxi*rhoxi**2+deta*rhoeta**2+dzeta*rhozeta**2 )*xp[us**2/2 - aux/8 
- ( I - xplus**2)*( eixi*rhoxi**2 + deta*rhoeta**2 + dzeta*rhozeta**2 )*xplus**2/4 $ 
"The Lagrangean L is a function of (u. v. w. theta.r) and their derivatives. Lagrange's equation then yield the following 
differential equations for k = u. v. w, theta.r: 
diff(gk .x) + difflL,k) - diff(diff iL.diff(k.psi)) .psi) + qk = 0 
where 
gk = diff(diff(L.diff(k.x,2)).x) - diff(L, diff(k,x)) 
+ diff( d i f f (L ,d i f f (k ,x . l ,ps i , l )  . psi ) 
and qk is the generalized aerodynamic force associated with the variable k. 
Since it follows from Hamilton's principle that gk(x = 1. PSI = PSI) = 0 for k = u. v. w. we will reduce the 
differential equations of motion to integral form by integrating them in x from x = I to x = x. " $ 
/* To make the operator INTEGRATE(.-.) distribute itself over a sum of terms, and force it to put outside the integration 
constant erms that multiply functions of the variable of integration, the following declaration is introduced */ 
declare(integrate,[additive.outative]) $ 
" The integropartial differential equations, with terms expanded to order EPS**3. are then readily obtained as shown 
below. " $ 
eqnIvar) : = block( [eps2.k]. eps2 : if var = u then eps**2 else eps, 
k : var(x.psi), gvar : concat(g,var), qvar : concat(q.var). 
gvar :: ( diff(diff(L,diff(k,x.2)),x) - diff(L, diff(k,x)) 
+ diff( diff(L, dif f(k.x. l ,psi ,  I) ) . psi) )/eps2. 
ev(gvarl + integrate(diff(L.k) -d i f f (d i f f (L .d i f f (k ,ps i ) )  .psi). x. I. x )/eps2 
+ integrate(ev(qvar), x  I ,x ) ) $ 
ueqn:eqn(u) $ veqn:eqn(vl $ weqn:eqn(w) $ tbetaeqn:eqn(thetax) $ 
" The equations developed above contain a large number of terms. Unless explicitly requested by the user. MACSYMA 
does not make use of trigonometric simplification or "reduct ion" rules such as SIN(.rJ**2 + cosixJ**2 = I, cos(x) 
**2 - sin(x)**2 = cosl2*xl, etc. Use of such rules can be made with the TRIGSIMP(expression~ and TRIGRE- 
DUCEIexpression.variable) commands[7] to attempt o obtain shorter forms for the desired equations. 
As indicated in Ref. I I. the equation UEQN may be used to eliminate the variable u(x. psil in the other three 
equations obtained above. This is easily done by solving UEQN for DIFF(u(x. psi), x) to order-EPS, and integrating 
the result in x from .r = 0 to x = I to obtain an expression tk~r u(x. psil. When the equations VEQN. WEQN and 
THETAEQ are reevaluated by MACSYMA. as for example THETAEQN : EV(THETAEQN. EXPAND. DIFF. IN- 
TEGRATE), the resulting expression(s) will not contain u(x. psi) and its derivatives. 
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A short sample of an interaction with MACSYMA when the above file (or the pertinent parts of it~ are given to 
the symbolic manipulator is shown below for illustrative purposes. " $ 
u I .v I .w I .thetax I]; 
2 
[EPS U(X. PSI), EPS V(X. PSI), EPS W(X, PSI), EPS THETAX~X. PSD] 
atwtlvl: I$ 
olve( ueqn, diff(u(x,psi), x ) ); 
d 
iu(x, PSl)) = 
'OS(BETA) EPS d -~ tV(X. PSI)) dX + EA ~ IW(X. PSI)) + EA (V(X PSI)) + 2 COS-'(BETA) X dX 
\d 
2 EA 
t(x.psi) : = integrate(rhs(part(d3,1)), x.0.x); 
U(X. PSI) : = INTEGRATE(RHS(PART(D3, I)). X. 0. X) 
t(x,psi): 
OS(BETA) EPSfX fX(d~s l (V(X .  PS l ) ) )dXdX+EAfX(d_~(W(X.  PSi))) :dX+EAf, ,x (~--~(V(X. PS I I ) ) :dX+2COS: (BETA,d  J,f,x f XdXdXX 
2 EA 
APPENDIX 2 
"To analyze the motion described by eqn (6), and bypass Floquet heory, we make use of the method of multiple time 
scales[16.17]. For this, a small arbitrary parameter EPS is introduced for bookkeeping purposes, and the flap angle 
BETA is expanded in terms of EPS as indicated below. To illustrate the procedure, we carry the approximation to
order(EPS**3) and introduce only three time scales, " $ 
scales:[psi0.psil.psi2] $ depends(beta.scales) $ beta:sum(eps**i*beta[ i ] , i . l ,3)  $ 
[gradef(psi0,psi. I ).gradef(psi I .psi.eps).gradef(psi2.psi,eps**2)l $ 
" We take the damping and the time-varying coefficients out of the first approximation by writing c = 16*eps*c 1 ,' 
gamma nd mu = eps*mul. In addition, since too is near unity we let omega0 : I + eps**2*omega02. The differential 
equation for the flap motion is then " $ 
eqn : diff(beta,psi.2) + eps*(2*c_ I + k*gamma*mu I *sin(psi)/6)*difftbeta.psi) 
+ ( ( 1 + eps**2*omega02)**2 + gamma*eps*mu 1 *(eps*mu I *sin(2*psi) + 4*k*coslpsil/3~/8)'~beta $ 
" The order(eps**i), i = I, 2.3. perturbation equations are simply obtained as " $ 
ordereps : ratcoef(eqn,eps); ordereps2 : subst(psiO.psi.ratcoef(eqn,eps,2))$ 
ordereps3 : subst(psiO,psi.ratcoef(eqn,eps.3)) $ 
"The solution to the order(eps) differential equation is simply " $ 
depends([a I .b I ],[psi I .psi2l) $ beta[ I ] : a I *cos(psi0) + b I *sin(psi0) $ 
" To order(eps**2), the conditions that must be satisfied for a periodic solution are then obtained as " $ 
ordereps2 : ev(ordereps2, diff,  trigreduce) $ 
ordereps2sinpsi0 : ratcoef(ordereps2.sin(psi0)): ordereps2cospsi0 : ratcoef(ordereps2,costpsi01~: 
" We now let MACSYMA solve the order(eps**2) differential equations for beta[2] due to the beta[ 11 input. " $ 
aux : expand(ordereps2 - ordereps2sinpsiO*sin(psiO) - ordereps2cospsiO*cosCpsiO)) $ 
beta[2l : rhs(ode2(aux,beta[2l.psi0)) : beta[21 : subst([%kl =0.%k2=0].beta[2l)$ 
" We also let MACSYMA solve the equations (ordereps2sinpsi0.ordereps2cospsi0) to obtain the gradients of a I and 
bl. These are then automatically used in the order(eps**3) differential equation to obtain its necessary, conditions for 
a periodic solution for beta[3] as shown below. " $ 
aux : solve([ordereps2sinpsiO.ordereps2cospsiOl.[ diff(a l ,psi t ) .diff(b l .psi l ) ] ) $ 
gradef(al,psil.rhs(part(aux,l.I))) $ gradef(bl.psil.rhs(part(aux,l.2))) $ 
ordereps3 : ev(ordereps3 .diff, trigreduce) $ 
ordereps3sinpsi0 : ratcoef(ordereps3,sin(psi0)): ordereps3cospsi0 : ratcoef(ordereps3.cos(psi0)): 
"The gradients of al and bI with respect to PSi2 are then obtained from the above two equations as " $ 
aux: solve([ordereps3sinpsiO,ordereps3cospsiO],[diff~al .psi2).diff(bl ,psi2)]) $ 
gradef(al,psi2.rhs(parttaux.l.I))) $ gradef(bl.psi2,rhs(part(aux.l,2))) 5 
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" MACSYMA now knows how to obtain the der ivat ives of  a l  and h i  v, ith respect to ps~ ur, ing the chain ru le  To 
t~rderteps*~'2), the solvabi l i ty  condit ions for the prob lem under  cons iderat ion are then obta ined as shown below.  These 
condi t ions are t'.~.o l inear di f ferential  equat ions for a l and b l. Thei r  e igcnva lues ,  v, hich are readi ly determined bv 
MACSYMA.  are also g iven below.  " $ 
so lvab i l i ty l :  'd i f f ia l .ps i )  - d i f f (a l ,ps i ) ;  so lvabi l i ty2:  "d i f f (b l ,ps i )  - d i f f (b l ,psu ;  
aux : subst( [ 'd i f f (a  I ,psi) = s*a I, 'd i f f (b I .psi) = s*b I ], [solvabi l i ty I .solvabi l i ty2]  ) $ 
I1: par t laux . l lS  12: par t (aux ,2)$  
m : matr ix( [ratcoef( I I .a I ) .ratcoe f(l I ,b I ) ]. [ratcoef(12,a I ) . ratcoef(12.b I ) I ) $ 
roots : subst( [eps = I . c  I = gamma/16,mu I = mu.omega02 = omega0 - I I , so lve(determinant(mJ .s )  ): 
" The roots determined above are real when the advance  ratio mu is greater  than or equal  to the real e lement  o f  the 
fo l lowing list of  values " $ 
mu_when the_roots_become_real  : solver part ( rhs(part ( roots ,  I )), 1, I. I ) ,mu);  
" When the roots are complex ,  the f requency associated with the response is equal  to one plus the absolute value of  
their imag inary  part. " $ 
" With gamma=5 and omegaO= 1.06. the above roots are. for k = I and k = 0 respect ively " $ 
roots for_k_equal_to_one : expand(  subst( [k = I .gamma = 5 .omega0 = 106/100]  .roots) ); 
roots for_k_equal_to zero : expand(  subst( [k -- 0 .gamma = 5 ,omega0 = 106/100 l  .roots) ); 
"A compar i son  of  the e igenva lues  obta ined here and those obta ined by Floquet theory is presented in Table I in the 
paper  " $ 
